


A Family Perspective 
By Greg Spalenka

This book’s beginnings started with a walk down memory lane. In the home of my aunt, 
MaryAnn Pocapalia there is a hallway filled with photographs that chronicled the history 
of the Spalenka clan (my aunt’s maiden name) and the Pocapalia’s the name of her husband, 
Dan as well as her children and their friends. Framed photographs lined the walls from the late 
1800’s to the present. MaryAnn loved to talk about the history of her family tree and would on numerous 
occasions when I was a child take me to this hall of ages to expound upon our interconnected past. 

Starting at the back of the hallway where the most ancient prints were hung she proceeded to 
weave the stories of our lineage from the Austro-Hungarian Empire which turned into Czechoslovakia, 
and how the Spalenka family migrated to America. German generals, hotel owners, architects, 
administrators, farmers, crooks, good people, bad people, happy people, angry people, old and 
young alike all graced this journey of the past. 

Recently I was putting together a presentation to celebrate my father’s 80th birthday, David 
Spalenka (MaryAnn’s brother) and was searching for pictures of him when he was younger. 
I knew the perfect person to ask! MaryAnn assured me she had a plethora of images from which 
to choose from that I could scan and integrate into my multi-media show.

Upon arriving at her house MaryAnn laid out a stack of photo albums that were unknown to me. 
These books were filled with pictures placed meticulously within mounted photo corners. 
The images ranged from the early 1900’s to the late 1960’s. Viewing these mostly black and white 
prints immersed me in a time capsule. Even though most of the prints were small in size the details 
were incredibly sharp, attesting to the quality of the early camera lenses and print materials. 

Here were the seasons of Wisconsin’s past and the relatives, friends and lovers who experienced 
them. Here were the early technologies of the day like the Ford Model T driving through the landscapes of 
America. Here were the fashions of the time including the classic one piece bathing suits women 
wore with stockings. As I turned the pages MaryAnn offered commentary as to who was in the 
pictures and the stories that accompanied them. 

MaryAnn was born on May 5, 1921 and had four younger brothers, John, Francis, George  
and David. Growing up in Stevens Point, Wisconsin she was a perfect combination of Mary 
(Mayme) her loving mother and stern but creative father, Frank who was an architect and builder. 
The Spalenka’s were a high energy family with a down to earth, old school ethic. When MaryAnn 
was sixteen years old she traveled across country by herself by train to Pasadena, CA to stay with 
her Aunt Emmy to study singing. Here she finished high school and went to Pasadena Junior College.

While scrutinizing the images I needed for my presentation I could not help but notice the 
unique compositions and moments many of these pictures captured. For instance in some shots 
the photographer would be low to the ground so the figures would loom above or to reflect a child’s 
viewpoint. On other occasions the frame would be tilted adding a new dimension to an otherwise 
ordinary situation. Many of the photos appear clandestine, as if the camera happened to be 
floating near a subject totally unaware of its presence. I was impressed and pointed out these artful 
attributes to MaryAnn. 

“I won a high school photography contest,” she said suddenly. Waving her hand over the books 
she added, “I took most of these pictures.” She proceeded to point out all her work and explained 
how she really enjoyed her first Leica camera. Wow, my aunt was an artist and it took all these years to 
find out.
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Then it dawned on me that not only was my aunt a family historian she was using her unique eye 
to extend her hallway of the ages! This extension included moving pictures too as I remember 
well the early days of our family gatherings with MaryAnn recording the events with a wind up 
movie camera. She even shot on 16mm film.

It was fun percieving the evolution of her work through the forties and early fifties. Some of her 
self portraits, though not necessarily taken by herself, feel like she directed them. Landscape shots 
were cut and taped together so the viewer could experience a panorama of the location. Even 
rooms devoid of people were seen as worthy subjects for her lens. Film that was not processed 
properly creating chemical anomolies in the prints, or double exposures were still appreciated and 
placed in the albums. Allowing the technology of the medium to be seen in its many facets retains a 
fine art approach to viewing our world that is very personal.  

Her later photography from the late fifties into the sixties focus much on her children and travel-
ing around the world. She met her husband, Dan Pocapalia after the war around 1947. They were 
married in Feb.1949. Dan was an inventor, businessman and sportsman. His essence is reflected 
in these photos as a confident, relaxed and independent spirit. Dan passed on in 2012.

Much of MaryAnn’s domestic imagery presents an American lifestyle in its complexities. For 
instance we feel the sweet warmth of growing up with her children, Dan, Maria, Diana, Rich, and 
Anne with scenes of them playing, reading, mugging for the camera, etc. but also empathize with 
them when they are confronted with a fish out of water, or the death of their horse. The many 
viewpoints showcased here also mirror the role of the photographer being an inquisitive 
observer with the responsibility of being a mother.
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As her children grew older MaryAnn put her cameras aside and threw herself into various philanthropic 
pursuits helping foster children, promoting cultural venues like the Los Angeles Music Center, 
and the Russian National Orchestra. She volunteered as a docent at the Torrance Court House, 
the Palos Verdes Art Center and remained a devoted parishioner at Holy Trinity Church in Palos Verdes.

When I decided to celebrate MaryAnn’s photographic legacy I chose to curate those images I felt 
best represented a cross section of her personal vision. This book is not so much about the Pocapalia or 
Spalenka families as much as it is to showcase the spirit and fascinating reportage that MaryAnn 
Pocapalia had a passion for. May this gallery of memories give you a glimpse of the history and 
stories of the people and places that MaryAnn knew and loved so well. 

-Greg Spalenka has been a professional artist for over three decades in publishing, film and higher education. He is also 
the founder of Artist As Brand® an educational service committed to empowering art career sustainability. Greg is immensly 
grateful for MaryAnn’s inspiration and support throughout his life and art career.
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iv MaryAnn, 1940’s

vi MaryAnn, 2013 Photo by Greg Spalenka

1. Aunt Emily, 1940’s

2. David and the boys

3. Mami, Frank, George I930’s

4. Frank, David, 1930’s

5.John, David and Francis, Ford and the boys 1940’s

6.John, David and Francis, !930’s

7. Frank at the lead with family and friends 1940’s

8.Mami, George, John, Francis, David, 1940’s

9. Wood and snow, Warehouse, 

10. John, Paulette Shafranski 1940’s

11. Boxers, John, George. 1940’s

12. Francis, George, David and friend, 1940’s

13. Francis convalesces

14. Mimi and cat

15. Out on the frontier, 1940’s

16. Out on the frontier, 1940’s

17. Yosemite, 1940’s 

18. Dan Pocapalia fixing a flat, 1950’s

19. Weddings and babies, 1950’s

20. On the ranch, on a ladder, 1950’s

21. Girlfriends, CA.1940’s.  Man talk, 1950’s

22. Taking in the view at Griffith park, CA 1950’s

23. Interiors, 1940’s

24. Interiors, 1940’s

25. Happy accidents, 1950’s

26. Happy accidents, 1950’s

27. In a teardrop trailer, Farnk, George, David, Gwen, 1950’s

28. Porch talk with the Pocapalia’s and baby Dan

29. Kid stuff, Dan, Maria, 1950’s

30. Kid stuff, Dan, Maria, 1950’s

31. Playtime, posing and a dead horse, 1950’s

32. Party, 1960’s

33. Anne and the fish, 1960’s 

34. Rich and the garden

35. Maria, 1960’s

36. Pool check. 1960’s

37. Costumed up, 1960’s. Church for Dan, 1950’s

38. Posers, Rich, Anne, Maria, 1960’s

39. Sleeping in Daisies, 1960’s

40. Beauty on the steps, 1960’s

41. Brush clearance anomoly

42. Interiors, 1950’s

43. Shooters and dancers, 1950’s

44. Dan the sportsman, 1960’s

45. Mexico, 1960’s

46. Mexico, 1960’s

47. Happy Trails
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